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Given a multifunction A from a topological space X into the topological dual
E* of a real topological vector space E, we deal with the problem of finding x g X
 .such that 0 g A x . Some existence results for the last inclusion are proved. InE*
particular, we extend to multi-valued operators the main result of B. Ricceri J.
.Con¨ex. Anal. 2, 1995, 287]290 . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xVery recently, in 4 , B. Ricceri proposed a new approach to the
existence of zeros for single-valued operators taking their values in the
dual space of a topological vector space. The aim of the present paper is to
w xinvestigate, in the spirit of 4 , the case of set-valued operators, so dealing
 .with the inclusion 0 g A x . We establish two results: Theorems 1 and 3.
w xIn particular, Theorem 3 extends the main result in 4 .
2. THE RESULTS
Let E be a real topological vector space with topological dual E*. We
 :denote by w, z the pairing between w g E* and z g E. If A : E, we
 .denote by conv A and int A the convex hull and the interior of A,
respectively. Given two topological spaces X, Y, we say that a multifunc-
Y  .tion F: X ª 2 is lower resp. upper semicontinuous in X if for each
 .   . 4open resp. closed set V : Y the set x g X : F x l V / B is open
 .resp. closed in Y. We say that F is continuous if it is both lower and
 .upper semicontinuous. The graph of F is the set x, y g X = Y : y g
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 .4F x . For the basic facts about multifunctions, the reader is referred to
w x  .  .3 . Finally, if X, d and Y, r are metric spaces, we say that a function
g : X ª Y is Lipschitzian with constant M G 0 or, equivalently, that g is
.M-Lipschitzian if one has
r g x , g u F M d x , u for all x , u g X . .  .  . .
The following is our first result.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a connected topological space, E a real Banach
space, A: X ª 2 E* a continuous multifunction with nonempty, con¨ex, and
 .compact ¨alues E* being considered with its weak-star topology . Assume
 .that the set A X is norm closed in E* and that for each e ) 0 there exists a
continuous function a : X = E ª R such that the following assumptions aree
satisfied:
 .  .i for each fixed x g X the function a x, ? is e-Lipschitzian on E;e
 . Eii the graph of the multifunction S : X ª 2 defined by puttinge
 :S x s conv y g E: inf w , y s a x , y .  . 5e e
 .wgA x
is disconnected.
 .Then there exists x* g X such that 0 g A x* .E*
Proof. Throughout the proof, the space E will be considered with its
norm topology. Now, fix e ) 0. We claim that there exists x g X suche
5 5that inf w F e . Arguing by contradiction, assume that for eachE*w g A x .e
fixed x g X one has
5 5inf w ) e . 1 .E*
 .wgA x
 .Let f : X = E ª R be defined by putting, for each x, y g X = E,
 :f x , y s inf w , y y a x , y . .  .e
 .wgA x
Now, let x g X be fixed. We observe the following facts.
 .  .  :  .a For each w g A x the real function y g E ª w, y y a x, ye
 w x.is surjective and has no local extrema see Theorem 2 of 1 .
 .  .b The function y ª f x, y is continuous on E. To see this, ob-
 .serve that since E is a Banach space and A x is weakly star compact,
5 5  .there exists K ) 0 such that w F K for all w g A x . Thus, from theE*
inequality
 :  :inf w , y y inf w , z
 .  .wgA x wgA x
< : <F sup w , y y z for all y , z g E
 .wgA x
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 :it follows that the real function y ª inf w, y is continuous on E.w g A x .
 .Consequently, the function y ª f x, y is continuous on E, as claimed.
 .   ..  .c 0 g int f x, E . To see this, choose w g A x . Since the real0
 :  .  .function y g E ª w , y y a x, y is surjective see above , there exists0 e
 :  .y g E such that w , y y a x, y - 0. Thus, we have1 0 1 e 1
 :  :inf w , y F w , y - a x , y . .1 0 1 e 1
 .wgA x
Therefore we get
G x [ y g E: f x , y - 0 / B. 2 4 .  .  .
 .Now, taking into account 1 , by a well-known separation theorem we have
 4that there exists a vector y g E _ 0 such that2 E
 :  :sup T , y - inf w , y .2 2
 .wgA x5 5T FeE*
By a well-known corollary of the Hahn]Banach theorem see Corollary 2
w x.at p. 108 of 7 , from the above inequality we get
 : 5 5inf w , y ) e y .E2 2
 .wgA x
 :   .Now, put a [ inf w, y and choose any g ) max 0, a x, 0 rw g A x . 2 e E
 5 5 .4  .a y e y . Taking into account assumption i we getE2
5 5  :a x , g y F a x , 0 q ge y - ag s inf w , g y . .  . Ee 2 e E 2 2
 .wgA x
Consequently, we have
H x [ y g E: f x , y ) 0 / B. 3 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .   ..By 2 , 3 , and the continuity of f x, ? we easily get 0 g int f x, E .
 .  .   . 4d The set V x s y g E: f x, y s 0 is nowhere dense. To see
 .this, let us first observe that by the continuity of the function f x, ? the
 .   ..set V x is closed. Now, assume that there exists y g int V x , and letÃ
 .  .  .s ) 0 be such that B y, s : V x , where B y, s denotes the open ballÃ Ã
 .  :of radius s centered at y. Let w g A x be such that w, y sÃ Ã Ã Ã
 :  .inf w, y s a x, y . Since the real functionÃ Ãw g A x . e
 :y g E ª w , y y a x , y .Ã e
 .  .has no local extrema, there exists y g B y, s : V x such thatÃ0
 :w , y y a x , y - 0. .Ã 0 e 0
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 :  :  .  .We get inf w, y F w, y - a x, y , hence y f V x , a con-Ãw g A x . 0 0 e 0 0
  ..  .tradiction. Such contradiction implies that int V x s B, hence V x is
nowhere dense, as claimed.
 .e The set
E x s y g E: y is a local extremum point for f x , ? 4 .  .
is empty. To prove this, choose any vector y g E. For each n g N, put
 .  .  4z s y q 1rn y , w s y y 1rn y . Of course, both the sequences zn 2 n 2 n
 4  .and w converge to y. Taking into account assumption i , for eachn
n g N we have
1
 :  :  :inf w , z G inf w , y q inf w , yn 2n .  .  .wgA x wgA x wgA x
1
 : 5 5) inf w , y q e y E2n .wgA x
 : < <G inf w , y q a x , z y a x , y .  .e n e
 .wgA x
 :G inf w , y q a x , z y a x , y . .  .e n e
 .wgA x
 .  .Hence, we get f x, z ) f x, y for all n g N. Therefore, y is not a localn
 .  .  :maximum point for f x, ? . Now, let w g A x be such that w, y s
 :inf w, y . Then for each n g N we havew g A x .
1
 :  : 5 5  : < <w , w - w , y y e y F w , y y a x , w y a x , y .  .En 2 e n en
 :F w , y y a x , y q a x , w . .  .e e n
Therefore, we get
 :  :inf w , w F w , w - f x , y y a x , w . .  .n n e n
 .wgA x
 .  .Thus, we have f x, w - f x, y for all n g N. Consequently, the vector yn
 .is not a local minimum point for f x, ? . By the arbitrariness of y g E we
 .conclude that E x s B, as claimed.
w xFinally, observe that, by Lemma 1 of 6 , for each fixed y g E the
 :function x ª inf w, y is continuous, hence the function x ªw g A x .
 . w xf x, y is also continuous. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2 of 5 , the multifunc-
 .tion x g X ª V x : E is lower semicontinuous on X with nonempty
w xvalues. By Theorem 7.3.17 of 3 , the multifunction S defined in thee
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statement is also lower semicontinuous with nonempty convex values.
 w x.Since the space X is connected, the last fact implies see 2 that the
 .graph of S is also connected, and this contradicts our assumption ii .e
Such contradiction implies that there exists a point x g X such thate
5 5inf w F e , as claimed. By the arbitrariness of e ) 0, there existsE*w g A x .e
 4  . 5 5a sequence w in A X such that, for each n g N one has w F 1rn.E*n n
 .  4Since A X is norm closed and the sequence w is norm convergent ton
 .0 , we get 0 g A X , that is, our conclusion. The proof is now com-E* E*
plete.
Remark. It is worth noticing that by the same proof of Theorem 1 with
.the obvious modifications one can obtain the following general result.
THEOREM 2. Let X be a connected topological space, E a real Banach
space, A: X ª 2 E* a multifunction, a : X = E ª R a single-¨ alued map.
Assume that:
 .  .i for each x g X the set A x is nonempty, con¨ex, and weakly star
compact;
 .   : 4ii the set D [ y g E: x ª inf w, y is continuous is densew g A x .
in E;
 .  .iii for each fixed y g E the function a ?, y is continuous on X ;
 .  .iv for each fixed x g X the function a x, ? is Lipschitzian on E with
 .constant L x G 0;
 . Ev the graph of the multifunction S: X ª 2 defined by putting
 :S x s conv y g E: inf w , y s a x , y .  . 5
 .wgA x
is disconnected.
5 5  .Then there exists x* g X such that inf w F L x* .E*w g A x*.
When the function a is independent from y, by slightly modifying the
original proof of Theorem 1 we are able to extend the latter result to the
more general setting of topological vector spaces. In this occurrence,
 .moreover, we do not need to make any assumption on the set A X . That
is, we can obtain the following result, which extends to set-valued opera-
w x tors the main result of 4 for the sake of completeness, we also give the
.proof .
THEOREM 3. Let X be a connected topological space, E a real topological
¨ector space, A: X ª 2 E* a multifunction with nonempty, con¨ex and weakly
star compact ¨alues, a : X ª R a continuous function. Assume that:
 .   : 4i the set D [ y g E: x ª inf w, y is continuous is densew g A x .
in E;
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 .  :ii for each fixed x g X the function y ª inf w, y is continu-w g A x .
ous on E;
 . Eiii the graph of the multifunction S: X ª 2 defined by
 :S x s conv y g E: inf w , y s a x .  . 5
 .wgA x
is disconnected.
 .Then there exists x* g X such that 0 g A x* .E*
 .Proof. Arguing by contradiction, assume that 0 f A X . Let f : X =E*
 .E ª R be defined by putting, for each x, y g X = E,
 :f x , y s inf w , y y a x . .  .
 .wgA x
Fix x g X. We observe the following facts.
 .   ..  .a 0 g int f x, E . To see this, choose w g A x . Since the real0
 :  .function y g E ª w , y y a x is surjective, there exists y g E such0 1
 :  .  .that w , y - ya x . Therefore, we have f x, y - 0. By a well-known0 1 1
 4separation theorem there exists a vector y g E _ 0 such that2 E
 :a [ inf w , y ) 0.2
 .wgA x
  . 4  .If we choose l ) max 0, a x ra , we get f x, l y ) 0. Consequently, the2
 .   ..continuity of y ª f x, y implies that 0 g int f x, E .
 .  .   . 4b The set V x s y g E: f x, y s 0 is nowhere dense. First,
 .observe that the set V x is closed. Now, assume that there exists y gÃ
  ..  .  :  .int V x , and let w g A x such that w, y s a x . Let m ) 0 be suchÃ Ã Ã
 .that y y m y g V x . We haveÃ 2
 :  :w , y y m y s a x y m w , y - a x , .  .Ã Ã Ã2 2
 :  .  .hence inf w, y y m y - a x . Therefore, we find y y m y f V x ,Ã Ãw g A x . 2 2
  ..  .a contradiction. Consequently, int V x s B, hence V x is nowhere
dense, as claimed.
 .c The set
E x s y g E: y is a local extremum point for f x , ? 4 .  .
 .is empty. To prove this, fix y g E. For each n g N, let z s y q 1rn y ,n 2
 .w s y y 1rn y . Since for each n g N we haven 2
 :  :inf w , z ) inf w , y ,n
 .  .wgA x wgA x
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 .  .the vector y is not a local maximum point for f x, ? . Let w g A x be
 :  :such that w, y s inf w, y . Since for each n g N we havew g A x .
 :  :  :  :inf w , w F w , w - w , y s inf w , y .n n
 .  .wgA x wgA x
 .Therefore, the vector y is not a local minimum point for f x, ? . Since y is
 .any vector in E, we have E x s B, as claimed.
w x  .By Theorem 3.2 of 5 , the multifunction x g X ª V x : E is lower
semicontinuous on X with nonempty values. Reasoning as in the proof of
Theorem 1, we find that the graph of S is connected, against assumption
 .iii . The proof is complete.
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